THE TECH

WAR SERVICE BOOK TO BE PUBLISHED

Association of Class Secretaries Discusses Methods of Obtaining Information of the War

28 CLASSES REPRESENTED

The Association of Class Secretaries has been busy this week, and on Thursday evening, the chief object of their meeting was the delivery of the long-awaited war service book. The book has been compiled by the committee and the entire body of the Association, and contains information about each of the classes. The book will be available for students to rent.

The Association passed a vote giving permission to all Technology students to at-will speak on "Plant and Flower Forms" in their courses.

... The Techader in London...

British Inventors Command Tech Articles

The inventor of manganese steel, Sir Robert Hadfield, was born in United Kingdom, and the inventor of steel, Sir David Massy, was born in United States. The two inventors have worked together to develop the steel industry.
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